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DUAL TEMPERATURE CDMPARATDRS
SLASH BOARD SPACE BY 50% AND

POWER BY 67% '_
Factory Programmed: No External Components Required to Set Temperature Thresholds

SAVES BDARD SPACE! . SAVES PDWER!

Vcc

ALARM WARN.

SDT23-B
POWER(max)

CDMPETITDR’S MAXIM’S ‘ COMPETITDH’ MAXIM'S
sownou MAxssos sotunrm s
 

. 30123 Package The MAX6505/MAX65OBIMAXSSOTIMAXBSOB family of products combines
two temperature comparators on a single chip, making control, warning,

. LOW Power (30"A @ 2-5“) and protection functions even easier to build into your system.
The MAX6505 and MAXGSDB have two logic outputs. each corresponding to

0 TWO Temperature Comparator a different temperature. The outputs become active when temperature rises
Outputs above factory-programmed thresholds. The difference between the two

temperature thresholds is pin-selectable to 5°C, 10°C, 20°C, or 30°C.

9 Factory-Set Trip Temperatures from The MAX6507 and MAX6508 are ideal for maintaining a precise window of
40°C TD “25°C in 5°C Increments temperature to ensure optimum system performance. One logic output

indicates when the system is within the desired operating temperature range.

0 $0506 (Np) Threshold Aoouraoy, A second output indicates that the upper limit of the temperature window has
0 0 been exceeded. HystereSIS for the two outputs Is pin selectable to 2°C or

i3 0 (max)! 15-5 c (max) over 10°C. Avaiiable with open~drain or push-pull outputs, these temperature

SDEDTTTED Temperature Ranges switches operate from 2.5V to 5.5V supplies and are available in a 6-pin
SOT23 package.

0 2.5V to 5.5V Operation

FREE mSensor-s [teem m—mmmm: WWW"!FREE FULL-LINE DATA CATALOG

mmmmmmumm “GD-"W
CALL TOLL—FREE 1-800-998-8800 for a Design Guide or Free Sample A ' -= '

6:00 am. - 6:00 pm. Pacific Time

MAXIM
www.maxim-ic.com

     
Maxim integrated Products, 120 San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale. CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX-(408) 737-7194.

Distributed by Maxim Distribution. Arrow, Avnet Electronics Marketing. CAM FlPC. Digi-Key. Elmo. Nu Horizons. and Zeus.' Distributed in Canada by Arrow and Avnet Electronics Marketing.

MAXIM is a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products. © 2000 Maxim integrated Products. . . '
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lirasgained widespread popularity not only in the

climb: 'ndustry'but also in the industrial automation arena.
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ABOUT THE COVER

What started as a bus tailored for the automotive industry is now a

protocol that has been adopted by the industrial automation, test
and measurement, and medical communities. The robust Control
Area Network (CAN) is optimized with sophisticated error checking
and handling that guarantees that the system will continue to run
even when errors and failures occur. To see just how this bus works,
read the article that begins on page 18. (Cover image courtesy of
Microchip Technology |nc.l

  

OIFEATUEES H ' .

36 Noncontact Displacement Sensors in Automotive
Manufacture Advances in noncontact displacement sensors are bringing

new levels of quality and efficiency to the research labs and assembly lines of
automakers worldwide. Bryan Manning and Robert Foster

42 A Short Guide to Measurement Uncertainty its

measurement device produces perfect results. Uncertainty analysls'is one way to

define how confident you are of your measurements. Stephen Humpoge.”-=.

48 Uncertainty Analysis in Pitot Static Pneumatic
Mass Flow Measurements The integrity ofa mass flow rate

measurement using a Pitot static technique should be a primary concern for

low-flow applications because error in one ofthe calibration constants has an

exaggerated effect when the difference between the total pressure and the

static pressure is small. Don Ersland'

52 An Innovative Passive Solid-State Magnetic Sensor

A new magnetic sensor technology is based on the magnetostrictive and the

piezoelectric effects. l’i-aun ti and Robert Offendley

55 The Principles of Level Measurement RF capacitance,
conductance, hydrostatic tank gauging, radar, and ultrasonic are the leading

sensor technologies in liquid level tank measurement and control operations.

Making the wisest selection for your own application requires a basic

understanding of how these devices work. Gabor Voss

65 Measuring Individual Wheel Noise How do you determine
if your new wheel design is quieter, if the rest of the clanging, squealing train

drowns it out? With a phased microphone array and intensive calculations.
Johan Van Keymeulen

 
. 68 Acoustic Wave Technology Sensors Acousticwave sensors

are extremely versatile devices that arejust beginning to realize their

commercial potential. This tutorial addresses acoustic wave sensor physics and

materials, and the various types of acoustic wave sensors and their industrial

applications. Bill Drafts

SEflSflfiS EHPD”
Sensors magazine is the official sponsor ofSerrsars Expo Conferences and Expositions.
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Getting Control Through

in the industrial automation arena. Take a look at what it can-do, and see how you can extehdfyohr:

18 www.5ensorsmag.com OCiOBERZDUO

A. 5 DA SYSTEMS

Bruce Negley,
(0 N T R 0 L Microchip Technology inc.

 

- errnan automotive system supplier Robert Bosch created the Controller Ar . N two

- ”and complexity. The current version of the protocol, 2.03, provides transmission speeds
- 'up to 1 Mbps. '

_ How Is CAN used?

' configured the s'yste‘rn, there may or may not be a central, or main,- node. The _p_ ' cc ' '
_ ' defines aspectsof howeach node can respond, but it leaves tremendous flexibilityto th

' .' system designer to implement the nodesin Ways that suit the particular applies 7

'tioned before the network need nothave a controller node; each node can just a cast

_ ofeach node For example:

The CAN protocol has gained widespread popularity not only in the automotive industry but also. .

control capabllltles

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

(CAN) to enable robust serial communications while decreasing wiringharnessWei

Since its inception, CAN has moved from automotive applications to industrlalx: .

trol. Now technicians and engineers are starting to use it in medical and test equipmen
The test, measurement, and control community is discovering just what this bus can do

when it is coupled with smart sensing technology.

The CAN protocol creates a communications path that links all the nodes connected-
to the bus and enables them to tail; to one another. Depending on how the designerhas'_

Figure 1 (page 20) shows.an 'autOmotive applicatiOnin which several nodes ' '-

c‘le door are connected through a door node conholler to the main CAN bus. As men—

be connected tothe main bus. Applying the concept shownin Figure l to a sens

workrs as- easy as-changing the type and description of the nodes (see Figur _
20) ' - . ‘

What Makes Up a Node? .

The term node describes a portion of the overall system or network. Each nodecan
have one function, or it can have many fiinctions Depending on the system configure-1

tion, different nodes may transmit messages at different times based on the function(s)_

-- A node may transmit a message only when a system failure occurs.

Petltloners Exhiblt1006
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